
Notes for increasing program attendance 
 
Choose a speaker who can address both H&W and retirement (to target all of our members).  
Suggestions include ethics, behavioral finance, 5500s, DOL audits. 
 
Alternative to one speaker on a joint topic is 2 speakers, 50 minutes each.  So those who don't 
work in retirement, for example, would still attend for the H&W part. 
 
Assign tasks to board and committee members.  One person does not have to do all of these 
tasks alone.  Have 3 to 5 people assigned to the program and let them split up the tasks as they 
see fit. 
 
Obtain CE credit (Department of Insurance, SHRM, CPAs).  List all credits confirmed and 
credits pending on the invitation.  Insurance carriers often have ready-made courses that are 
already DOI approved--self-funding, underwriting, etc. 
 
Many chapters think a morning meeting is best.  Get people before they go to the office, and 
serve breakfast (you can have a sponsor cover the cost of the breakfast).  Or, an afternoon 
program with networking can be good (Thursday, check-in from 3-3:30.  Program from 3:30 to 
5:15--2 speakers, then networking/cocktail hour for those who can stay). 
 
Require all board and committee members to register and attend.  Ask board members to 
personally invite their networks.  Plan sponsors invite their brokers, boss, colleagues.  Brokers 
invite their clients and colleagues.  Carrier reps invite their brokers and staff.  Each board and 
committee member should confirm at least 2 contacts are coming.  Tell the speaker that s/he 
may bring 2 people from his/her organization.  Sponsor may send 2 people.  Call recent grads, 
invite them to attend their first event at no cost. 
 
In the invitation, announce members may bring one guest for free (but guest needs to be 
registered in advance so you can plan for seating, materials, name tags, and refreshments).  
When guests may attend for free it can double your audience.  It also reduces intimidation for 
those who are not comfortable attending alone. 
 
Have a door-prize drawing.  Society might be able to provide a blanket or other prize item.  A 
board member's employer might be able to provide a gift card.  If the Chapter has some funds, it 
could add a gift card.  You don't have to say what the prizes are, just mention that there will be 
prizes and one must be present to win.  Have one drawing at the start of the meeting (to 
encourage getting there on time), one in the middle, and one at the end. 
 
Promote, promote, promote.  Send the invitation via Society initially (have Society's graphics 
department created the invitation).  Then, a week later, have the president, or VP, or education 
committee chair send and email to Chapter members from his/her personal or business email 
address (it'll get views as being from a different address).  The email doesn't have to be 
extensive, it can simply forward the Society's invite.  If each board member makes 3 to 5 calls, it 
really grows attendance.  If it is a fraud program, invite the local fraud investigators chapter.  
Think outside the box.  
 
Post the event on the BenefitsLink.  Mention the event on LinkedIn ("I'm looking forward to 
attending the ____ program, sponsored by the ____ Chapter, in two weeks.  Will you join me?") 
and include the registration link.  Ask each board and committee member to do it, too (provide 
the text for them to cut and paste). 



 
Collect payment in advance (check and PayPal options).  $25 for members and $40 for non-
members if you want to show the meeting is of greater value (high profile speaker) or $15 for 
members, $25 for non-members if your primary goal is to just drive attendance.  People are 
more likely to show up if they have paid.  Don't promote an option to register and pay at the 
door.  Go ahead and accept their money if they do show up without registering, but don't offer it 
in advance.  Call it "check-in" time before the meeting starts, not "registration." 
 
DO NOT CANCEL the program.  No matter how many show up, the show goes on.  Even if it is 
just for board and committee members, you should have about 10 in the room.   
  
The afternoon before the program, send a reminder email to all who have RSVP'd.  Remind 
them of the time and location.  This way they have it near the top of their email string in case 
they need to refer to the address.  They are also reminded in case they need to plan alternate 
transportation or child pick-up/drop-off.  Include that the turnout looks great but there are still a 
few open seats if they want to add anyone. 
 
Tim Valencia's idea---You're in good company.  Include in the reminder email a list (or better 
yet, logo images) of the companies from which attendees have registered. 
 
Save the Date flyer.  At the program, have the next program's title and date on a flyer. 
 
Assign one board member to take pictures.  Remind all board and committee members to 
network and make sure everyone feels welcome (no one should be sitting or standing in a 
corner alone).  Talk up new grads.  Introduce students to each other.  Recognize past 
presidents.  This means that the board members should familiarize themselves with the RSVP 
list before the event.  This is good practice for everyone! 
 
Assign one board member to send an email a day or two later.  Send it to ALL Chapter 
members.  "We had a terrific program on Thursday.  [number of people] attended. Include 
names/logos of companies represented.  [number and type] of CE units offered.  Save the date 
for next program.  Include a couple of photos (full room engaged in speaker, networking shots, 
etc.). 
 
Invest some extra time in planning, execution, and follow-up for this program and the results will 
be seen in subsequent programs.   
 
**These are not Society mandates.  They're just ideas and suggestions that may be 
incorporated.  All chapters operate differently.  Choose which may work best for your chapter. 


